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This latest edition of the best-selling implementation guide to the Structured Query Language teaches SQL fundamentals while providing practical solutions for critical business applications. The Practical SQL Handbook, Fourth Edition now includes expanded platform SQL coverage and extensive real-world examples based on feedback from actual SQL users.

  
The Practical SQL Handbook begins with a step-by-step introduction to SQL basics and examines the issues involved in designing SQL-based database applications. It fully explores SQL’s most popular implementations from industry leaders, Oracle, Microsoft, Sybase, and Informix.

  
Highlights include:

   


    	Detailed coverage of SQL commands for creating databases, tables, and indexes, and for   
	adding, changing, and deleting data
	Using the SELECT command to retrieve specific data
	Handling NULL values (missing information) in a relational database
	Joining tables, including self joins and outer joins (ANSI and WHERE-clause syntax)
	Working with nested queries (subqueries) to get data from multiple tables
	Creating views (virtual tables) to provide customized access to data
	Using SQL functions


       
    A bonus CD-ROM contains a time-limited, full-feature version of the Sybase® Adaptive Server Anywhere™ software as well as the sample database, scripts, and examples included in the book.

      
    The Practical SQL Handbook is the most complete reference available for day-to-day SQL implementations.

       About the Author
     Judith S. Bowman  has been a database professional since the early 1980s. She is currently an independent consultant specializing in SQL and relational database issues and is the author of Practical SQL: The Sequel (Addison-Wesley, 2001).    Sandra L. Emerson is an independent consultant and former Vice President of Publishing Programs for Sybase.     Marcy Darnovsky, teaches at colleges throughout the San Francisco Bay area. She was formerly at Sybase.      
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vtiger CRM Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Tap into the power of the free and open source software package, vtiger CRM—the popular
	alternative to commercial CRM tools. This powerful tool has enjoyed worldwide success and
	is being utilized by small and large organizations alike. You, too, can add real, modern CRM
	(customer relationship management) to your business model,...
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Staging Ageing: Theatre, Performance and the Narrative of DeclineIntellect, 2014

	How can plays and performances, past and present, inform our understanding of ageing? Drawing primarily on the Western dramatic canon, on contemporary British theater, on popular culture, and on paratheatrical practices, Staging Ageing investigates theatrical engagement with ageing from the Greek chorus to Reminiscence Theater. It...
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Aesthetic Rejuvenation: A Regional ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	A Complete Head-to-Toe Guide to the Most Current Techniques and Technologies for Aesthetic Rejuvenation -


	Uniquely Organized by Body Region


	Written by three of the field's leading experts,  Aesthetic Rejuvenation is a practical, in-depth guide covering the most up-to-date anti-aging techniques...
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.NET 2.0 Interoperability Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
It is difficult or impossible to immediately throw out all existing code and start over when
a new technology arrives. That’s the situation with Microsoft .NET. It represents a new and
improved way of developing software for the Windows platform. And, given the chance, you
would likely love to rewrite all of your existing code...
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Stochastic Flows and Jump-Diffusions (Probability Theory and Stochastic Modelling, 92)Springer, 2019

	
		This monograph presents a modern treatment of (1) stochastic differential equations and (2) diffusion and jump-diffusion processes. The simultaneous treatment of diffusion processes and jump processes in this book is unique: Each chapter starts from continuous processes and then proceeds to processes with jumps.
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Expanding Choice : Moving to Linux and Open Source with Novell Open Enterprise ServerNovell Press, 2005
As Novell is gearing up for the release of their Open  Enterprise Server (OES), you are probably also gearing up for the changes that  come along with this new combination product. Introducing Novell Open Enterprise Server bridges the  gap between OES and all of its individual pieces. Written by a...
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